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APPLY FOR THIS POSTING

POSTING DETAILS

POSITION INFORMATION

Position Number: FMS073
Position Title: Lecturer in Coral Reef Ecology
Employee Class: Senior Staff
Grade: Lecturer Level
FTE: 1.0

JOB POSTING LOCATION

Section: Faculty of Science & Technology
Department: 1601-Division of Marine Studies
Location: Fiji - Laucala Campus
Reports To: Dean, FSTE
Supervised by: Acting HOS, SMS, FSTE

POSTING TEXT

Purpose:
A Lecturer is expected to make contributions to the teaching effort of the University and to carry out activities to maintain and develop their scholarly, research and/or professional activities relevant to the profession or discipline.

The University of the South Pacific (Fiji) invites applications for Lecturer in Coral Reef Ecology in the School of Marine Studies. The appointee will develop and teach undergraduate courses in coral reef ecology for a BSc in Marine Science offered by the Faculty of Science, Technology & Environment, through the School of Marine Studies; develop a suitable research programme; assist in supervising postgraduate students; and contribute to consultancies undertaken by the School.

Key Results Area:
(For Advertisement)
Minimum Qualifications:

A Lecturer must have a PhD in the relevant discipline with either a formal tertiary teaching qualification or good relevant tertiary (normally an aggregate of four years) teaching experience. In exceptional cases, a good postgraduate or professional qualification with a formal tertiary teaching qualification or several years of relevant tertiary teaching experience or several years of relevant industry experience may be considered. While emphasis is on formal qualifications and adequacy of teaching experience, research and publications, regard is also given to experience outside tertiary education; creative achievement; professional contributions; and/or to technical achievement.

Preference will be given to applicants with strong backgrounds in some of these key areas: experience and an aptitude for underwater photography (film and video); ability to identify a wide range of coral reef organisms; experience with the Global Coral Reef Monitoring Network; experience in running identification workshops; interest in the efficacy of marine protected areas; and the ability to develop courses through distance education mode; experience in Distance Teaching/Learning would also be advantageous.

Preferred Qualifications:

- Ability to deliver courses in the relevant discipline
- Proven expertise in the relevant discipline
- Ability work with students and staff from

Personal Qualities:

- Good Team Player
- Enthusiastic
- Attention to Detail

Skills:

- Proven expertise in the relevant discipline
- Ability work with students and staff from

Salary Range:

Lecturer F$59,813 to F$78,700 per annum

Length of Contract:

3 Years Renewable

Posting Date:

03-26-2011

Closing Date:

05-06-2011

Start Date:

06-01-2011

Special Instructions to Applicants:

Please include transcripts, references and copies of your certificates.
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